
Create Inclusive Experiences Online 
with Accessibility Software

Recite Me website accessibility software provides 
every online user with the tools they need to 
create a unique experience.

of US residents are 
Neurodiverse

Over 1 billion people worldwide encounter 
barriers when trying to read and understand 
content online. This can be due to disabilities, 
learning difficulties, visual impairments or if 
people speak English as a second language.

Without additional accessibility and 
language options, people are unable to 
perform everyday tasks from paying bills and 
researching services and support, to applying 
for their next career move.

Did you Know?

Who needs support online?

Why should you provide an accessible website?

32 Million people in the US 
have a visual impairment

of the US population have 
a learning difficulty

of US residents don’t speak 
English as their first language

17% 20%

32 M 21%

The Right Thing To Do 
Everyone should have the 
opportunity to be able to 

access online content.

The Smart Thing To Do 
Open up your business to a 

wider audience and enhance a 
user’s journey and experience 

of your website.

Something I Must Do 
Avoid negative customer 
sentiment and possible 
lawsuits by providing an 

inclusive experience online.

www.reciteme.com



Who uses Recite Me?  
The Recite Me accessibility plugin is active 
on over 3600 websites worldwide to 
provide choice to every website visitor.

2.7 million

“Our mission is to improve the lives of the 1 in 
5 children and adults nationwide with learning 
and attention issues by empowering parents 
and young adults, transforming schools, and 
advocating for equal rights and opportunities. 
It is essential to provide accessible ways to 
engage with NCLD’s content to serve and 
accommodate our growing community of 
diverse learners.”

Grace Aiyedogbon,
Communications & Advocacy Specialist,
National Center for Learning Disabilities

15 million
Page ViewedUnique Users

Screen Reader 28,965,585

Translation 11,869,195

Styling 3,901,108

Reading Aids 487,809
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*Last 12 months Recite Me data

Toolbar Usage Data

Create an inclusive experience on your website by providing a range of tools to 
suit everyone’s individual needs.
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Recite Me’s easy to use, award-winning software includes text to speech functionality, fully 
customizable styling features, reading aids and a translation tool with over 100 languages, 
including 35 text to speech voices.


